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Flower.
Necessary: 16 pairs of bobbins. Thread:cotton DMC 80
Start with the flower. This can of course be in a different color than the stem and leaves. In that
case close the flower and finish the threads on the flower. If you do everything in one color, lead
the pairs to the stem and continue to bobbin with it.
Set up the flower with 6 to 8 pairs. When the
tape for the scallops gets wider. Hang in pairs
if necessary until there are 8 pairs. The filling
is worked at the same time as the tape. To do
this, insert the pairs according to drawings A
and B into the tape where necessary.
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immediately to the next scallop..

Work the scallops as follows: When the first plait
leaves the scallop, work the runners through all
pairs and leave them without twists. Now return
with the last worked hanging pair. Make sure that
the work does not get too narrow, so be careful
with tensioning. The first plait is made with the
original runners and the adjacent hanging pair.
The same procedure is followed when leaving the
next plaits from the shell. See drawing C.
The last two pairs form the bottom plait. However
in our pattern this does not happen. Here, twist
the runners and connect them with the leaves and
the inner plait of the filling. The other pair goes

At the next scallop, the plaits have to be taken back
into the cloth stitch. We do this according to drawing
D. The scallops can also be made in whole or half
stitch. The method is exactly the same. We only have
to be careful that with the half stitch a whole stitch
has to be made on the outer edge, also where the plaits
leave the scallop, because of the firmness.
D

When we need to connect the pairs of the filling to the tape again, we do this by
means of a half 3-pair connection with the runners and the plait. Place the pin
between the pairs of the braid. Lay the pairs of the plait over the tape aside and
continue to work the tape. See drawing E. When the whole flower is ready, we
can close the tape and finish all pairs.
The stem and leaves will not present any difficulties. These may be made in the
sitch of your choice and with a self-chosen edge.
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